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WITNESS STATEMENT

Criminal Procedure Rules, r27.2; Criminal Justice Act 1967, s.9; Magistrates' Courts Act 1980, s.5b

Statement of: BUTLER, RUSSELL

Age if under 18: (if over 18 insert 'over 18') Occupation: FIRE OFFICER

This statement (consisting of 16 page(s) each signed by me) is true to the best of my knowledge and
belief and I make it knowing that, if it is tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have
wilfully stated in it anything which I know to be false, or do not believe to be true.

Signature: R.BUTLER Date: 05/12/2017

Tick if witness evidence is visually recorded El (supply witness details on rear)

I am the above named person and my details are known to Police. This statement is in relation to Grenfell

Tower fire that occurred on Wednesday 14 June 2017.

My name is Russell BUTLER and I am a Firefighter. I have been a Firefighter for twelve (12) to thirteen

(13) years, my Pay No is M8M. I am currently based at Chelsea Fire Station. The night of the fire at

Grenfell Tower I was on night duty at Chelsea Fire Station. I was posted to a Pump Ladder fire engine.

This is a Mercedes Pumping Appliance that has a 13.5 metre ladder and front line appliance that carries

Standard Duration Breathing Apparatus (SDBA). It rides five (5) people to use the equipment. I was on

Red Watch and my call sign was G341. I began my night shift at 8pm on Tuesday 13 June 2017. The fire

at Grenfell Tower was early hours of the morning on Wednesday 14 June 2017.

I will make reference to the following exhibits in this statement:

-I made very brief notes after the incident which I exhibit as RBB/01 — Notes of Grenfell Tower

Incident 14/11/2017.

-Whilst providing police this statement I drew a plan of the area around Grenfell Tower which I

exhibit as RBB/02 — Plan around Grenfell Tower.

-Whilst providing police this statement I drew the layout of the ground floor of Grenfell Tower which

I exhibit as RBB/03 — Layout of Grenfell Tower.
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Prior to making this statement to Police I was able to read my notes of the incident which I made on the

afternoon of Wednesday 14 June 2017. This is exhibit RBB/01.

I am a competent Firefighter. I have completed various training courses throughout my career and as a

firefighter we complete ongoing training on a regular basis. I have completed additional training for

further qualifications during my career; this includes Fire Rescue Unit (FRU), and Extended Duration

Breathing Apparatus (EDBA). I am also a Motor Driver (MD) which is self-explanatory; I am qualified to

drive a fire engine.

FRU includes large cutting equipment, line ops, gas micro-vent detection. It is heavy duty specialist

equipment. Additional training time is allocated for FRU. EDBA is Extended Duration Breathing

Apparatus. The kit provides two (2) cylinders of air and provides around 47 minutes of air, although this

can be more or less dependent on the how hard you are working. This is more than Standard Duration

Breathing Apparatus (SDBA) which provides around 31 minutes of air, again dependent on how hard you

are working. I am trained to use both pieces of kit. The night of the fire at Grenfell Tower I was on the

Pump Ladder which means I was using SDBA.

As Firefighters we complete high rise training every month or two (2), whenever Best Practice

Assessment (BPA) are due. We have routine and regular training on various things, for example high rise,

road traffic accidents (RTA), line training and pump ladders. When we complete training exercise for

high rise this will include strategic resourcing such as vehicles, machines and equipment used. Each

individual aspect of training is looked at and date of BPA is checked to ensure we are up to date. Training

dates are put in our diaries. Training includes realistic training of high procedures. Everyone will get told

what their role is, for example, Entry Control Board will be in use, Bridgehead used.

I am up to date on high rise training. I am a competent Firefighter in terms of training and experience.

Everyone on my Watch is competent. I have ben to high rise fires in the past, but not like Grenfell Tower.

Not where there is one (1) staircase for in and out like it was in that tower. This was high risk and there

was no other emergency rout in and out. I have been to a couple of high rise fires in Battersea. Chelsea is

an affluent part of London and does not have that many high rise towers. The buildings that are in

Chelsea are well maintained, including the larger blocks. The World's End Estate in Chelsea has high rise

buildings, I do not what other high rise towers are in Chelsea where I may have been to.
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I have never completed or been involved in a Section 7(2)d at Grenfell Tower nor am I aware of one for

the tower. I have been involved in completing Section 7(2)d for high rises on my borough. A high rise can

be anything from four (4) or so floors and higher. Since the fire at the Grenfell Tower all the high rises in

our borough have been revisited and looked at again to review. We have this thing called E-Pips that is

used. This is an electronic system with information about the building.

I have never been to Grenfell Tower before the night of the fire I am familiar with the are as I am also a

Black Cab Driver in London, as well as being a Firefighter. Due to this I have good knowledge of the

roads around London.

The night of the fire at Grenfell Tower I got to work before 8pm on Tuesday 13 June 2017, at Chelsea

Fire Station. The night shift started at 8pm. When we got the call to attend Grenfell Tower we were

already out in the Pump Ladder as we had finished up another call. This was a call to a smell of burning at

Queens's Gate Gardens. I cannot remember how this job ended, but it was a false alarm. As we were

already out we were closer to Grenfell Tower from Queen's Gate Gardens, than if we were at Chelsea

Fire Station.

The other's in the Pump Ladder were Louisa DE SILVA (Watch Manager), Anna REPSA(Driver), Bob

PETTY and Nick FURGUSON. There were five (5) of us. Louisa was in charge of us that night and

during the incident at Grenfell Tower she was on Entry Control.

We were in the engine and Anna went to close the job off and the call to Grenfell Tower came up. From

where we were around five (5) to 10 (ten) minutes away from Grenfell Tower. This incident came up on

the system as a '15 pumps' call. The call came out on the Mobile Data Terminal (MDT) which is at the

front of the engine.

Anna was sat in the front of the Pump Ladder driving, Louisa was sat in the front next to Anna. I was

behind on the right hand side. As I know the area I directed Anna to the location. I directed her to Queens

Gate Gardens, right into Gloucester Road, left into Kensington High Street, all the way to Holland Park

Avenue, left into St Anne's Crescent and then into St Anne's Villas, and it was right into Sidar Road, and

we parked on Grenfell Road. I did not know exactly where Grenfell Tower was but I knew the area.

When we got to St Anne's Villas there were some road works and so some diversions. I was in the back

so I could not see properly what right turning Anna should have taken and we over shot the turning. It

was dark as night time and she was driving quickly to get to the call. Another fire engine went past us.
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We then spun around in the road and carried on towards Grenfell Tower. As I was directing I could not

tell you anything about what was on the MDT or recall information that was being discussed inside the

engine. The MDT may tell you the route but it will not account for the diversions or road works. If I was

driving to the area in a cab or car I would go through Ladbroke Grove but it is too tight for an engine, so

we took the larger roads.

The road works probably caused a fifteen (15) to twenty (20) second delay. The roads at the time were

clear, it would have been around 0055 — 0105am approximately. We parked up on Grenfell Road. As we

jumped out of the engine I remember hearing 'oh fuck', 'oh my god, fucking hell' from the front of the

engine. There were already around two (2) or three (3) machines in front of us. I could see the fire from

inside the van. I could smell the fire from inside the engine as the engine window open. The engine stayed

on Grenfell Road the whole time we were at the incident.

We got the equipment off and out of the engine. Whilst we were doing this more machines were turning

up. Engines were being parked wherever they could. I have no clue how many vehicles were turning up.

At least ten (10) engines were parked up where we were. We had parked on the middle of the road. There

were cars parked on either side of the road.

We could see Grenfell Tower from where we parked which is around one hundred (100) yards away. The

fire I would describe as a fully developed fire. It was from the fourth (4th) or fifth (5th) floor right the way

up to top. The fire was going up diagonally, like a thin strip. It looked like someone had poured accelerant

from the top of the building down the tower. I remember whilst we were getting our BA on and kit

together myself and Bob looked at each other for around fifteen (15) seconds and we were in silence. I

was bricking myself, I was proper bricking myself. My heart was racing, adrenalin pumping. In my mind

I was thinking that someone may be losing their life tonight. Not me, I want to get out of here and make it

back to my family. I have never been so scared in my whole entire life. I was scared for me and for the

people that may be in the tower. My mind was racing. Me and Bob were in silence whilst we looked at

each other and then we said 'Ready?' We walked the one hundred (100) yards to Grenfell Tower.

Watch Manager Stuart BROWN, he is from Battersea, was at the base of the tower. He told us to get lots

of hose and breaking in gear. Breaking in gear includes axe and sledge hammer. We picked up hoses from

our vehicle, a 45mm and we got everything we were asked too. Bob and I took two (2) trips back and

forth to the Pump Ladder to get our equipment. We ran back and forth in our kit carrying equipment to
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get things ready. As we had got there and went back to get more equipment other Firefighters had jumped

in ahead of us and I could see the queues of Firefighters outside the tower. It was me and Bob that were

paired up to work together. Bob has around three (3) or four (4) years more service than me. Fergie and

Anna had grabbed their sets, they formed a BA Crew. They both went to the front of the building. They

just went in, did not wait for the other equipment we were getting off the engine. I later saw them coming

out the tower with people. Fergie has around 20 years' service and Anna around 10 years.

Outside the tower the scene was carnage, chaotic. Debris was falling from Grenfell Tower. Pieces of the

building including the cladding was falling. I could see lots of smoke from the building. I could see

people being pulled out of the tower being taken to where the ambulance was or safe areas were, near

where our kit was. Firefighters were coming out of the tower with casualties. I saw Jamal, Ben and

Charles all coming out with casualties. These are guys I know from crews elsewhere. I saw an aerial and

Firefighters ready with BA's waiting to go into the tower.

Watch Managers are put into different sections. 'ATM BROWN was sorting the crew and equipment.

There was another crew near where debris was falling. I was initially waiting in the area where the

equipment was. This was outside the tower. At this stage I cannot remember any information about the

fire being given to me individually whilst I was outside. There were around forty (40) or so Firefighters

outside who had SDBA and there were another twenty (20) to thirty (30) under the canopy waiting to go

inside the tower.

There was an open space, a hill area to the right on the tower. LAS were there on another part, to the left

of the tower under the canopy was where the equipment was being left. Casualties were being brought

under the canopy. I would describe the area around the tower as a hot zone with the debris falling. The air

outside was smoky.

On RBB/2 I have marked points on the plan outside the tower where Firefighters were situated, and these

are numbered on my plans. The pink part of the plan is the tower. 6341 is the Pump Ladder and where it

was parked in relation to the tower.

An Aerial Ladder Platform (ALP) was already hosting the fire. It was only going up to twelve (12) or

thirteen (13) floors of the tower. I am not sure if it was an ALP or maybe it was a Hydrologic Platform

(HP). It had a platform, not sure if it had a pump. It was an aerial with water.
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At point one (1) on my plan is where equipment was being dumped and a number of Firefighters were

congregated waiting for direction. There was also Firefighters at point two (2) on my plan and then point

three (3) which is inside the tower. As points two (2) and three (3) depleted Firefighters could move

forward. Point three (3) is where you get a briefing on anything you will be tasked to do inside the tower.

We were waiting for further instruction from the Watch Manager, Stuart BROWN, he had said to us get

our equipment and wait there. There were around forty (40) Firefighters there with SDBA. By this time

EDBA had been ordered. Chelsea's FRU had now turned up. Lots of EDBA would have been ordered.

Initially they send in SDBAs. In my Watch we are all trained to use EDBAs, although we are not all

allocated with EDBAs on the shift. EDBA's are part of FRU or specialist engines. EDBAs are not on a

Pump Ladder, on SDBA. When EDBA's are required then these machines are ordered, as they were

during this fire.

Bob and I were outside and waiting. I did not get any information about what to do for around three (3)

hours whilst we were outside and inside the tower. Whilst I was outside assisted in getting casualties from

the tower to the safe area where the ambulance crew were. Crews were coming out with people from near

point three (3) on my plan. I assisted in grabbing a mother and her two (2) children out to a safe area. I

had not yet been inside the tower. I grabbed these children off another Firefighter, and all three (3) of

them were takenunder the canopy and then to LAS. I have marked on my plan where LAS where situated

during the night. The children were crying. They were around four (4) and five (5) years old. One was a

boy and the other a girl. They were both wearing pyjamas. It was a black African family. I heard the

mother's African accent but I cannot tell you what she was saying. She was covering her mouth with her

top, probably because of the smoke. Her mouth was covered in soot.

I also assisted with a person in a wheelchair, it was a male with black hair. I cannot tell you much more

about him. I pushed this male's wheelchair. I do not know if he was unresponsive or not. I just ran and

grabbed his wheelchair. I think then LAS took him form me. LAS could not come too close to the tower.

They do not have the same protective gear we have so it would have been too dangerous for them. I

remember seeing some LAS and Firefighters doing CPR. Firefighters dragging people out of the tower

and doing CPR on people. I did not do any CPR on anyone myself.
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I also assisted with getting an Oriental woman who was unresponsive to the LAS. She was a small lady,

around 7-8 stone, about 5foot tall. Her mouth and nose was black from the smoke. There were around

four (4) LAS people there.

A gentleman had made his way past the Police barrier which was stopping members of the public from

getting to the tower. An officer was telling this back to go back and the man was trying to talk to me. He

said 'my sister is in one of the flats. She is stuck. She can't get out'. I told him to get her to call the

brigade, 999. That she should tell them what flat she is in and they would tell her what to do. The Police

was trying to get him back and I could see he was stressed. I think Police were worried he was going to

climb over the area. I told the officer the man could wait with me. He was there around fifteen (15)

minutes with me. I was trying to get him to calm down and told him he could stand there where we were

and I told him to speak to his sister on the phone. The man said his sister was in the tower with a couple

of children. I do not know anything about the children that he said were with her. I do not know what

floor or number, nor did he tell me what her name was. I think it was one of the higher floors. I remember

thinking whilst looking at the tower that it did not look good. The man was of Arabic appearance and he

had an Arabic accent. He was around thirty (30) years old and around 5ft 9 to 10 foot tall. He said it was

his sister inside and then also said it was his mate's partner. That his mate was in prison. I did not speak

to his sister on the mobile at all. I told him to tell her to call 999 and that he should keep on the phone to

her. That the brigade, if it is a fire survival guide, will keep her on the phone, that a machine will be

dedicated to deal with call. When I left that area to go in I had left Ernest OKOH with the man. Ernest is

also on my Watch. This was all around the area pas point one (1) on my map. Here there were spiked

barriers which I have labelled four (4) on the map.

There were a couple of officers in charge in this area outside the tower. I cannot tell you their names but

know that they are in charge as they are wearing white hats. This identifies a higher rank. Bob and I was

told to go to position three (3) as per my plan by one of these officers in charge. Whilst going from point

two (2) to point three (3) there were parts of cladding and other parts of the building falling, and this was

alight. This falling debris was alight. There were combustibles coming down. I had never seen anything

like this in my life. Machines had to be far back enough so that debris would not fall on them. Blocks of

material was falling. It was a lot of debris, around every ten (10) to fifteen (15) seconds at least things

falling from the tower. I could hear chunks of metal falling, like a clunk of noise when it hit the concrete

outside the tower. I could tell it was combustible material as it was catching alight.
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The fire was all the way to the top. I could not see the fire wrapping around. Like a thin meter strip on one

side. I could smell the smoke. I could not see whether the fire was outside or inside the tower. I could see

loads of people at windows, different windows in different flats. they were standing at the windows,

shouting, waving, and using their phone lights to draw attention. I think I probably saw around twenty

(20) to thirty (30) people in windows. At this stage I do not think I could see any fire or smoke inside

these flats. From where I was standing I could see two (2) sides of the tower, as shown on my plan. The

tower is outlined in pink ink on this plan.

It was sometime after 2am when I went inside the building with Bob. There were so many Firefighters in

SDBA congregating on the ground floor. A queue of Firefighters was formed from the ground floor to the

Bridgehead. The Bridgehead is usually two (2) floors below the fire and is where the BA Entry Control

Point is.

There were around forty (40) Firefighters on the ground floor and around twenty (20) to thirty (30)

forming a queue up the staircase to the mezzanine balcony and then to the Bridgehead. I do not know who

was in control of Entry Control. I did not see them. But was told later Louisa was in Entry Control. There

were so many people inside. We went into the spare room off the foyer area. This may have been a

surgery waiting area. Bob was with me. We were like sardines, crammed, waiting. There were around

forty (40) people in there. My set was on but I was on under air. You do not go under air unless you tally

into Entry Control and are committed. I could see a few white hats, senior officers, in this area, maybe

two (2), maybe four (4). Everyone was in there fighting to get in. I got shuffled to the back of the queue.

Everyone was eager to get in. we were in the line there for around twenty (20) to thirty (30) minutes.

During this time I could see loads of casualties coming down and out, say, every few minutes. I saw Ben

RODERICK from Kensington with casualty. I saw him give his helmet to a casualty so they could get

past the debris falling. I saw quite a few children coming past, being carried by Firefighters and their

parents walking with them. From the ground floor area to the exit door the Police were there with their

protective shields. They were using this to assist in getting people safely away from the tower. They

shields were being used to protect people from debris fall and hitting them. The exit they used was

different entrance I used to come in. I have marked RBB/03 with 'In' which I used to go into the building,

and 'Out' where casualties were being taken out of the building. Bob and I were then briefed. I cannot

remember why who. It may have been Brian O'KEEFE. He gave a ticket to Bob. This is a bit of paper

which had a flat number and floor number on it. I cannot remember what flat number it had or anything
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else it may have had. Bob had this piece of paper. Not sure if it was level 4 on it. I cannot really

remember. The direction was to clear the floor or flat. That is all I know about it. We had our BA sets on

our back, SDBA. Our protective kit was already on. We were not yet under air and our helmet was back

on.

We were getting ready to commit and were moving forward in the queue then the Bridgehead needed to

be moved. I do not know who said or why. It would be probably because the conditions were

deteriorating. I remember casualties were still being carried out. Bob and I were stood along the balcony,

there were around eight (8) or so Firefighter's waiting along this area, and more down to the ground floor

into the surgery. As the Bridgehead was being moved we moved back towards the surgery waiting area

and there was a new queue again. Bob and I were pushed back to the back of the queue. I do not know

what happened to the ticket that we were given. Bob had it. I do not know if he told anyone that we had

not done it and we moved to the back of the queue. I did not speak to anyone about it, Bob had the ticket,

he may know. It was like a scrap bit of paper, size of a business card.

I was ready waiting to get committed again. I could see Ben BRODERICK carrying casualties out and I

went to help him. We took the people to the door to the Police with the shields to assist to take the

casualties to a safe area. I took my helmet off to give to a child as there was not a shield available. I did

not get my helmet back for around half an hour later I found it around when I was outside of the tower. I

was only one inside the tower without a helmet waiting to get it back.

There was a board above the balcony with flat numbers and marks on it for ones that had been checked by

Firefighters. When I saw board it was literally writing on the wall. This was on the balcony on the

mezzanine area. This is used for Fire Survival Guide (FSG). By this time they were mainly committing

EDBA's into the tower. It was around 3am. I think EDBA's was for floors twelve (12) and above. I think

it was SDBA's for the floors below the twelfth (12th). You needed the extra air higher up so that is why it

was EDBA's for floors twelve (12) and above. I think I know this as I saw this on a wall inside the tower.

I do not think I heard any alarms going off in the building. To be honest I was not listening out for any.

So I do not know if there was an alarm going off in the building, but from memory I did not hear an

alarm. I remember hearing ADSU's going off. These are automatic distress signals on Firefighters kits.

These beep if the person does not move.

The smoke inside the tower was like a wispy smoke. At this stage I had not been past the balcony area.
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People were being evacuated from the surgery to the grassy area, Grenfell Walk. This has on one side a

playground. I was the last person to leave the tower. I do not have my helmet back yet. There was debris

falling down hard. Eventually with a police shield I was able to get out of the tower. The officer with the

shield said 'Ready, Set, Go' and he ran off too fast and I was not being covered properly. I found my

helmet in the grassy area. I was waiting there for around forty-five (45) minutes.

I could see the fire had spread around the back of the building and to the other side of the tower. The fire

was around 80% of the way round and the top part of the tower was alight. I could hear people and I was

frustrated at having to wait around, watching the fire. No one was giving us direction. I could see the fire

spreading outside the tower. I did not think a fire could spread the way it did that night. When I came

back out of the tower the whole tower was engulfed.

Paul MERRICK, Watch Manager from Lambeth, said that casualty runners were required. That if we

wanted to do something we should drop our BA sets and assist with this. He told us to report to someone

in the building, I cannot remember who. That we should ferry the casualties out of the building. So that is

what I did for the next two (2) hours and I went back into the tower. I dropped my BA kit and WM

MERRICK' s feet and went into the building. I entered the building through the door near the surgery.

There was loads of equipment alongside the balcony and under it. I was grabbed by someone and three

(3) others were grabbed. I do not know who the others were, I was the only one from Chelsea. We were

told we were the new rescue casualty team.

I probably assisted with getting around eight (8) people out of tower. I was wearing my PPE kit. This

consisted of helmet, smoke hood, pulled up over my face, tunic, boots, leggings, gloves. Part of my face

was the only skin showing. I did not wear BA. So I did not need to tally in. Louisa and Brian O'KEEFE

(Kensington) were doing the Entry Control Board, where we would tally in and out if wearing BA. There

was no point wearing SDBA as it only last twenty (20) minutes. For this role we were doing you could

not really wear BA.

I walked up and went to go into the main stairwell of the tower. I cannot remember if the doorway into

the stairwell was a fire door. It was propped open, it could have been with a line bag. We call rope a line.

We often use these to prop doors open. I do not know if this door was a self-closing door. Whilst I was

waiting in the queue in the tower, I could hear people crying and coughing. I could hear BA sets, heavy

breathing, and the BA crews communicating to each other. Equipment was being taken up by some crews
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and it was here I was assisting with casualties, taking them off the BA crews who were bringing them

down the stairs.

My breathing was okay up to around floor three (3), where the original Bridgehead was. When I got to

floors four (4) and five (5) the smoke got heavy. I could not feel the heat. The first few floors I could see

but as we went past the 4th floor it was harder to breathe and see. It was smoky and I would hold my

breath. I went as up as maybe the fifth (51h) or sixth (61h) floor.

I remember a Somalian lady I assisted with. She was around twenty (20) years old. I took this Somalian

woman off a Firefighter, his name is Meth. I know him from Westminster, he is now in Lambeth. This

Somalian lady was in her 20s. I took her from Meth on the 3rd or 4th floor, I took her over my shoulder to

carry her down. She was conscious but very limp. It was dark in the stairwell, I was slipping down the

stairs carrying her as there was hoses and water everywhere. There was no lighting, it was smoky. After

taking her down I was tired and took a five (5) minute breather at the bottom. Whilst we were doing this

role we would have to go down, have a breather, some fresh air regularly and then go back up.

I helped an Arab female, she was around seventeen (17) to eighteen (18) years old. She was conscious

and breathing. She was saying that her dad had stayed in the flat. She was upset and crying as her father

was still in there. I passed this information on. I cannot tell you who to but it was to whoever was writing

on the wall inside.

I saw Tom REDDINGTON, a Firefighter, sitting on the top of the stairs on the lower floors. He was

exhausted. I checked he was okay. He had been up to the eighteenth (18th) floor. He was breathing hard.

There was a girl around eight (8) to ten (10) years old who was bring brought down. I grabbed her from

the EDBA wearer and took her out of the tower.

I only stayed in the stairwell area. I did not go into any flats, I did not go to any of the lobby areas. I did

open some doors to the lobby area at the stairwell, this would lead to where the flats are. I did not actually

go inside the lobby area. I stayed in the stairwell. When I did open the door to the lobby area that area had

a lot more smoke. It was heavily smoked and you could not see through the smoke. I could not see light

and did not hear people. I remember the door being a solid wood door. I shouted out, 'anyone there?' it

was the four (4) of us together that were doing this. The doors to the lobby area were closed from what I
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remember. Or they may have automatically closed. I cannot remember. We did not collect any casualties

from the lobby areas.

On the stairwell was near impossible to fit two (2) Firefighters wearing their kit to fit width wide. I could

not tell you about the exact floor as it was disorientating being in the stairwell. It was dark and there were

no floor numbers, or if there was it was small numbering. I could probably see around a foot in front

whilst on the stairwell. And the higher we went the less we could see due to the smoke. I went up and

down a few flights of stairs around seven (7) or eight (8) times. Sometimes when I was on the stairs it got

too smoky and I went down to the stairs to withdraw, or go back to the balcony for a breather. There were

obstructions in the stairwell due to the hose, equipment and volume of traffic; the Firefighters and

casualties. The stairwell was around three (3) foot wide. It was a narrow stairwell, especially for that size

building. There was one way up and the same down. There were no other fire escapes.

I had a radio. I did not need to use it at any point to radio anyone. I have my own personal issue handheld

radio. For something like this unless it is urgent you would not use your radio to transmit. I did not have

the comms radio, Bob must have had it. It was the number two (2) when we were paired together earlier.

My radio battery was fine, as I did not use it.

I do not know where the fire lift was in the building. I did not use it or try to use it. A fire lift is a lift that

we will manually control in the event it is required. I did not notice any sprinklers in the building. I do not

know where the dry rise was in the building. I did not look for it as I was not tasked with using it.

I did not wear a thermal imaging camera (TIC). If! could I would have but there are not enough to go

around. It is the best piece of kit we have. In the dark it gives you sight. We have one per crew. This

would have went with our BA crew. It helps you see through the smoke. If I went into the doorway into

the lobby area were the flats were I would not have felt safe without BA or TIC. I was not wearing a

Body Camera, I do not have one. No one on my Watch has a body camera. I do not see that much of

benefit of this but TIC is very important. One (1) person will lead and hold it up to show others the view.

I am safety conscious as that is the way I have been taught to do the job.

At 7am I was outside the tower as another crew had taken over from us. I was having a breather, some

water, food and talking to the others. I took my kit off, my clothes were soaked from the sweat. We were

waiting for relief Even though we had nothing further to do we could not go without being relieved and

we were also we were waiting for Louisa who was in Entry Control unit around 10/11am. Louisa and
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Brian were kept there a while. We had no further direction of what to do and waited there. It was daylight,

the hours had gone past in the flash. We were all congregating and resting. Our FRU got away at 9am.

There were Firefighters at the bottom waiting to take over. I was knackered. There was loads of crew

members outside now. At around 7am I was asked if I wanted to wear EDBA and go back in. you can

usually wear BA for two (2) wears. Although I had not worn BA yet I was so knackered from running up

and down that I could not go back. I had my limit. People had arrived that were fresh. It made more sense

for them to go in. when we were spoken to as a group outside about going into the tower we were asked

'do you want to go up? If you don't you don't have too. Will be working outside policy. The safety

measures are not what we normally have. If you don't want to go in you don't have too. People still need

rescuing.' It was a man in a white hat who said it. I do not know his name. I had never seen him before. It

was like a morale boost, at this stage quite a few Firefighter's had turned up and had not been under yet

so were fresh. It was a rally which I felt was needed. I was physically exhausted. More than I have ever

been before. We had enough fresh people there and I knew I was tired so did not say I would wear

EDBA. I did not want to put myself or my colleagues at risk especially when fresh crews had arrived.

Some colleagues outside were noticeably upset, crying. It had hit some people hard. We had backed away

from the building. Members of public were trying to speak to us. They wanted to know what was going

on, that people were still in the tower. They needed information. We were saying that we knew and

Firefighters were still in the tower.

A command unit was set up, I think there were a couple. I did not go to any of them. These will have

inFormation which tells you about the building. It will have large electronic boards.

In the morning an aerial arrived from Surrey. That helped with knocked the fire back. It could reach up to

around the eighteenth (18th) floor. Something like this would have been beneficial sooner, but I am not

sure if we have this bit of kit.

I doubt the building had a smoke ventilation system. The building was a very basic building. I doubt the

building had any decent tire safety measures. It was like a concrete jungle block. There were safety

officers that were monitoring the cladding fall from the building. I heard stories about someone jumping

from the tower. This is not something I saw myself. I saw what looked like homemade rope ladders

hanging out some windows. I never saw anyone attempt to use these when I was outside.
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We waited around five (5) hours for relief. When we left the tower it was around 1.30-2pm, the fire was

still going in Grenfell Tower. We then went to Paddington Fire Station, it was probably around 2.30pm. I

was knackered, and I wanted to see my wife and my family. There was a board up at Paddington were we

had some sort of de-brief. I was so tired I could not tell you what was said. I wrote a few bullet points on

what was asked of us. But I was too tired to write any detail. We then went back to Chelsea Fire Station

and I finally got home at around 6/630pm. I was home for a very short while before I had to go back to

Chelsea for the 8pm night shift. When I got here I was told that I did not have to come in. I was only told

that when I got back. There other's on my team all live outside of London so did not go home but were

told they did not have to stay for the night shift so they all went home.

I did not go to the doctors or seek any medical attention as a result of the fire although I had a cough and

tickly throat for around two (2) weeks after the fire at Grenfell Tower.

I believe the incident commander that night was Brian O'KEEFE. I do not know for sure, but I think it

was him as he would have been one of the first commanders on scene. The different sectors have different

commanders.

I am aware of the 'Stay Put' policy. If there is a fire and it is not safe to leave that people should stay put.

This is part of Brigade procedure. I do not know how the decisions are made. Safety Officers wouldhave

kept a look out of the spread of the fire on the external walls of the building.

We prepare to fight fires that are internal fires, never in my experience has a fire spread beyond one (1) to

two (2) floors. Never have I experienced anything like this before. Grenfell Tower was not designed in a

way to help us fight fires on the upper floors, or to get people out.

I would describe the fire as a major fire from when we got there. It is the biggest fire I have ever been too.

It is not something that could be prepared for. It is the first time I have seen walls collapsed to that extent.

Usually a fire in a tower like that would be in one room or one flat. It would be under control and does

not spread. This has never happened before. People will be rescued or they would have evacuated. Never

have I seen a fire spread from one compartment to another, this severe. I think we did everything we did

trying to tackle the fire and rescue people with the resources we had.
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